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Mud Bug 

"Bitten by the Sports Bug"

Sports enthusiasts who want to catch the big game while enjoying a few

drinks should make a beeline for Mud Bug in Copacabana. This laid-back

sports bar combines the welcoming ambience of a traditional English pub

with a Brazilian party spirit, and hosts regular live music events as well as

showing sports matches on the big screen. Beer enthusiasts will also be in

their element here; there is a vast range of imported beers. To soak up the

alcohol, there's a good range of light meals and bar snacks, such as

chicken wings or crispy fries topped with cheese and bacon. It isn't

gourmet dining, but it makes for a perfectly relaxing match-day

experience.

 +55 21 2235 6847  www.mudbug.com.br/  Rua Paula Freitas 55, Loja A, Rio de

Janeiro

 by Lindsey Gira   

Clover Irish Pub 

"A Break from the Caipirinha"

An Irish watering hole in the heart of Copacabana, The Clover offers its

patrons a break from the ubiquitous caipirinha. Sit down with a pint of

Guinness and enjoy the fish and chips before moving on to the Irish stew

and beef and Guinness pie. The menu isn't entirely Irish, though; you will

also find nachos, chicken korma and burgers here.

 +55 21 2548 8484  www.theclover.com.br/  thecloveririshpub@gmail.c

om

 Avenida Atlântica, Rio de

Janeiro

Lord Jim Pub 

"Typically British"

This is the perfect pub to have English tea, and also to participate in darts

championships. It is decorated just like a traditional English pub,

especially with the red telephone booths by the door. Undoubtedly the

best part about Lord Jim Pub is the vast array of beers on offer. The

evening tea is superb, with traditional scones, muffins, mini-sandwiches

and a variety of imported teas.

 +55 21 2249 4881  www.lordjimpub.com.br/  lordjimpub@lordjimpub.co

m.br

 Rua Paul Redfern 44, Rio de

Janeiro

 by Joel Olives   

Bar Popeye 

"Anything but Spinach!"

In stark contrast to upscale Ipanema's fancy bars and restaurants, Bar

Popeye is a relaxed establishment where the focus is only on drinks. No

matter when you stop by, there is bound to be a large crowd enjoying

chilled beers while cheering for their favorite football team. As for food,

you'd do well not to make a crack about spinach, choosing instead to

enjoy what they do offer, among which items the carne assada is one of

the most popular.
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 +55 21 9376 6314  Rua Visconde de Pirajá 181, Rio de Janeiro
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